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ABSTRACT 
 

In delivering effective analysis software, evaluating real-time data received from the tactical edge, 

managing and modifying current missions, planning for upcoming missions and providing basic 

Command and Control (C2) are all established challenges.  Furthermore, such software can be 

made rapidly obsolete both by continued advances in battlefield instrumentation and information 

processing methods.  Under these conditions, researchers need computing environments to 

facilitate agile development of new analysis tool releases in which basic research on information 

processing and Human-Information Interaction can be integrated and empirically evaluated.   

IOAIDE (Information Object Analysis, Intent, Dissemination and Enhancement) is a novel 

information management framework aimed at jointly supporting the needs of C2 analysts as well 

as researchers in both algorithm and tool prototyping.  For C2 analysts, IOAIDE introduces a 

modular design for enabling plugin of analysis modules – ranging from data analytics to anomaly 

detection – aimed at aligning with the needs of specific users and tasks.  Within individual 

modules, methods are supported to guide parameter adjustments, aimed at both reducing analyst 

workload and improving understanding of data spaces.  Likewise, IOAIDE’s design enables 

researchers to make adjustments as needed to create and test new algorithms and methods, both 

from computational and user-oriented perspectives. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1.  INTRODUCTION 

For increasingly instrumented battlefield environments, evaluating real-time data received from 

the tactical edge, managing and modifying current missions, planning for upcoming missions and 

providing basic Command and Control (C2) are all established challenges.  Battlefield 

commanders and analyst staff are inundated with growing amounts of data, capable of rapidly 

overwhelming human decision-making capabilities.  These increases in data gathering have 

resulted in the use of increasingly complex data schema, further complicating routine information 

retrieval tasks.  Such records of information will henceforth be referred to as Information Objects 

which, in addition to information, may capture details about how it was derived, and by whom. 

Analytical tools, aimed at helping analysts with C2-related operations, are frequently made 

obsolete (or in need of redesign) by continued advances in information processing algorithms.  

Under these conditions, researchers need computing environments to facilitate agile development 

of new analysis tool releases – in which basic research on information processing methods can be 

integrated and empirically evaluated.  An additional direction for tool research emerges from the 

domain of Human-Information Interaction (HII), which focuses on the requirements of 

information and data structuring to facilitate intended human interpretation and usage [1].  Several 

current analysis tools tend to be focused on specific activities and implement specific algorithms 

rather than “pluggable” workflows focused on custom needs of analysts, which may correspond 

to varied data, text, imagery, and video from diverse sources.   

Many forms of analysis software can be viewed as sociotechnical systems [2] that represent a 

convergence between people, information, and technology.  With tool design, researchers are 

commonly challenged in capturing these intricacies, often resulting in tool capabilities not being 

in complete alignment with analyst needs.  In general, capturing and developing predictive 

performance-based models of emergent problem solving behaviors remains a difficult challenge.   

From a technical perspective, data exchanges between analysis software and supporting 

infrastructures can be challenging to fully understand during the design cycle, in particular when 

impacted by variable network conditions.  Additionally, during analyst deployment, unanticipated 

system conditions may emerge, requiring ad hoc reorganization of planned analysis approaches 

[3]. 

This research presents IOAIDE (Information Object Analysis, Intent, Dissemination and 

Enhancement), a novel information management framework that jointly support the needs of 

Command and Control analysts as well as researchers in tool design.  Key to IOAIDE’s design is 

an ability to support dynamic plugin of analysis modules, for either research or analysis tasks.  

Within individual modules, methods are supported to guide parameter adjustments, aimed at both 

reducing analyst workload and improving understanding of data spaces.  From the perspective of 

Command and Control operations, IOAIDE is expected to align well with analyst needs by virtue 

of its modular, rapidly adjustable design.  Likewise, this same support for module insertion can 

provide researchers a means to investigate new algorithms for C2 data processing.   

Following a discussion on IOAIDE’s architecture and technical features, a set of currently-

supported modules for analysis tasks will be discussed as illustrative examples, including: (I) An 



enhancement suite for processing images and video feeds; (II) A querying engine for image search, 

based on Value of Information (VoI) parameters; (III) An image processing tool for calculating 

visual saliency in pictures and video. 

 

2.  SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE  

The IOAIDE framework (diagrammed in Figure 1) is designed to encapsulate a collection of 

analysis modules and support algorithms, each aimed at supporting specific capabilities or tasks 

performed both by analysts and researchers.   In turn, each module may call one or more supporting 

algorithms to either automate or assist the analyst in accomplishing a task.   

 

 

Figure 1: The IOAIDE Framework, along with Corresponding Dependencies 



IOAIDE is designed to support both dissemination and retrieval of Information Objects through 

two third-party software packages: Dissemination Service (DisService) [4] and Proactive 

Dissemination Service (DSPro) [5].  DisService is a peer-to-peer, publish-subscribe, store-carry-

and-forward middleware designed to support efficient information dissemination and group 

communication in resource-constrained networks.  In turn, DSPro extends the functionality of 

DisService by supporting proactive transmission of information from Operation Centers to 

dismounted Soldiers [6]. 

Through DisService and DSPro, the IOAIDE framework is designed to integrate with SQL 

databases for storage of both incoming data streams and analyst-derived Information Objects. 

Similarly, integration support is provided to obtain information from Unattended Ground Sensors 

(UGS) and to obtain varying forms of data feeds including visual spectrum and infrared video 

feeds.  

As of this writing, varying forms of data streams have been tested with IOAIDE-based 

implementations, including: 

- Live and stored video feeds. 

- Unattended Ground Sensor (UGS) feeds, encoded through the Cursor on Target (CoT) [7] 

message encoding schema. 

- Reports sent by Soldiers and checkpoint personnel, consisting of image entries and 

accompanying plain text. 

In the next section, additional details will be given on IOAIDE’s methods for Information Object 

and data stream retrieval. 

 

3.  INFORMATION OBJECT RETRIEVAL 

IOAIDE’s communication protocols center on enabling proactive delivery of relevant data to both 

analyst users in Forward Operating Bases and to dismounted Soldiers.  While proactive content 

delivery can prove valuable to both deployed analysts and Soldiers, challenges can emerge from 

resource limitations of military networks (e.g., bandwidth, computational power).  Furthermore, 

proactive transmission of non-pertinent information to consumers may lead to either confusion or 

distraction – both of which could ultimately hinder completion of analysis tasks. 

To support proactive content delivery, IOAIDE relies upon DSPro-supported methods for content 

transmission based on both assessment of intrinsic quality of information (QoI), as well as 

perceived value of information (VoI) to specific consumers.  This capability can reduce bandwidth, 

reduce latency and reduce the work load of the end user due to its ability to prioritize the 

Information Objects which are being sent to the end user based on the ‘users’ predefined or mission 

requirements and the value and quality of the Information Objects. 

Put more specifically, QoI is defined through IOAIDE as fundamental parameters or features that 

describe Information Objects, independent of their context.  Examples of these features include 

resolution, modality, time of collection, frame rate, geographical location bandwidth, capacity, 

throughput, latency and connectivity.  In turn, VoI is defined as a function of QoI parameters in 



terms of the current state of the user, mission, environmental and network contexts.  Thus, VoI can 

be described as the value of the information as a function of the data and their quality in a particular 

context. 

To support VoI assessment, IOAIDE leverages DSPro algorithms (discussed further in [5]) to 

predict which Information Objects will be of relevance to the end user and sends these before they 

are requested.  To accomplish this, the algorithm calculates the VoI of each Information Object 

for each end user.  Information may be considered of higher value if it increases the situational 

awareness of the Soldier or analyst or causes them to change their course of action for a better 

outcome.  VoI assessment as a function of mission progress and the ability to dynamically update 

the VoI as the course of action changes both remain active areas of research with in DSPro.  Each 

user, a Soldier using a handheld, a Commander or Analyst at the Tactical Operations Center (TOC) 

receives Information Objects based on a previously submitted ‘user context’ or set of parameters 

that describes information of interest. 

 

4.  IOAIDE DEMONSTRATION SHOWCASE 

Modules loaded by IOAIDE are made accessible to users through a tab-based interface (Figure 2), 

which supports intuitive transition between analysis tasks.  This can allow for multiple sub-tasks 

within an analyst’s workflow to either be conducted in-parallel or in sequence, depending on 

individual user preference.  For analysts interested in specific tasks, module grouping can focus 

what sections of the framework they will require – thereby simplifying any needed training.  

Similarly for researchers, IOAIDE’s modular organization simplifies implementation and 

integration of new types of analysis into the framework. 

 

 

Figure 2: IOAIDE’s Tabular Module Layout 

 

IOAIDE modules center on analysis workflows, designed to call one or more supporting 

algorithms in sequence.  Inputs to individual modules can come from live or stored data.  In turn, 

outputs from the individual modules can be stored in a database and/or immediately disseminated 

to the end user. 

As a proof-of-concept, three IOAIDE modules have been developed, each corresponding to a 

particular analysis task:  

 

 



- Module 1: An enhancement suite for enhancing images and processing video feeds. 

- Module 2: A querying engine for image and report/message search, based on Value of 

Information (VoI) parameters. 

- Module 3: An image processing tool for calculating visual saliency in pictures and video.   

Each module operates independently, while the greater IOAIDE framework facilitates sharing of 

results between modules as well as transmission of results via DisService and DSPro.  Additional 

design details will now be provided for each of the three modules, intended to illustrate technical 

capabilities enabled by IOAIDE as a whole. 

4.1 Module 1: Image Enhancement 

The Image Enhancement module integrates a subset of IOAIDE’s supporting algorithm collection, 

covering functionality for: super resolution [8, 9], contrast [9] and deblur [9, 10] full-motion video 

tracking [11, 12], and visual anomaly detection.  In developing the Image Enhancement module, a 

collection of IOAIDE framework features were employed*. 

Parameter Modification: In line with IOAIDE’s design approach, methods for parameter 

modification are exposed to the analyst for both supporting algorithms and data feeds.  

Additionally, IOAIDE’s communication protocols facilitate both image annotation and saving to 

remote databases for later analysis.  The provided user interface (UI) exposes IOAIDE’s support 

for input parameter modification, as illustrated in Figure 3.  Here, parameters are exposed for 

adjusting input data to IOAIDE’s anomaly detection algorithm. 

Data Feed Modification: For each supporting algorithm, IOAIDE provides flexible capability to 

specify data input sources – whether from a real-time sensor feed or database archive.  As an 

example, IOAIDEs super resolution algorithm (illustrated in Figure 4), capable of processing sets 

of images to achieve a single super resolved image, is specifically designed to integrate with 

sensor-based video streams – enabling real-time access to super-resolved image feeds. 

Algorithm Input / Output Adjustment: An additional IOAIDE capability, highlighted by this 

module, is the ability to use outputs from one supporting algorithm as inputs to other algorithms.  

For image enhancement procedures, combinations of techniques – such as contrast and deblur – 

may be applied in any order to provide desired level of enhancement.  These applications require 

human interaction and are meant to assist the analyst in completing the task by enhancing and 

extending the analyst’s capabilities.   

Algorithm Automation: The Image Enhancement module also encapsulates a full-motion tracker 

and corresponding viewer element (Figure 5), as well as an integrated anomaly detector with a 

corresponding viewer element [13].  These applications differ from the previously discussed image 

enhancement applications in that they are automated and therefore can reduce the workload of the 

analyst/commander.  

                                                           
* More details on each information processing algorithm and how to operate each of the individual 

elements with the exception of anomaly detection can be found in the U.S.  Army Research Laboratory 

Image Enhancement Test Bed User’s Manual [14]. 



 

Figure 3: Anomaly Detection Setup Control 

 

 

Figure 4: Image Enhancement Example: Super Resolution 



 

 

Figure 5: Full-Motion Tracker, Paired with Anomaly Detection Algorithm 

 

 

4.2 Module 2: Query and Dissemination with VoI 

The VoI Querying and Dissemination module serves to highlight IOAIDE’s VoI-based 

communication protocols, as a means to enable analysts to obtain data feeds prioritized according 

to both their needs and the capabilities of networks in use.  This module also allows the 

commander/analyst to designate or modify the ‘user context’ used by the VoI-calculation 

algorithm.  The commander/analyst can modify the ‘user context’ designated for the TOC or any 

of those designated for other end users if their mission has been changed.  In order to relieve some 

of the workload involved in the initial setup of the ‘user context’, setting the parameters for the 

‘user context’ could be semi-automated by having predefined ‘user contexts’ for each type of 

mission that would only require minimal modifications by the end user.  Finally, for purposes of 

VoI-enabled tool research, this module serves as an experimentation environment to evaluate both 

novel VoI algorithms and mechanisms for analysts to interact with them. 

Figure 6 illustrates an example module usage scenario, centered on Soldier use of IOAIDE at a 

remote security checkpoint with limited network connectivity.  In this setting, Soldiers will need 

to both be able to query for records on persons of interest, as well as receive alerts on persons to 

be on the lookout for.   



 

Figure 6: Data Query Example using VoI 

*All images of soldiers are from Defence Images and names are fictitious 

 

A key module feature highlighted in Figure 6 is the ability to visualize Information Object sets 

based on VoI-determined ordering and grouping – enabling dynamic re-organization of 

Information Object sets by analysts.  In this example, a VoI-based query requested check point 

reports in which the person-of-interest was between the ages of 29 and 39, had a criminal record, 

and had a picture on-file.  The check point reports were then organized into two scrollable bins 

based on VoI values – ranging from 0 (no relevance to user) to 1 (highest possible relevance).   The 

bin on the left containing check point reports with the values for VoI between .4 and 1 and the bin 

on the right containing check point reports with the values for VoI between 0 and .4.   

Utilizing latitude and longitude metadata for each of the above check point reports, the analyst 

could also view a pin point and corresponding identification number for each of the data number 

on a map simply by touching and holding a finger on the checkpoint report or image (shown in 

Figure 7).   This can allow the analyst to quickly visualize where either the sensors or the soldiers 

sending the person-of-interest reports are located and their proximity to one another. 

 



 

Figure 7: Map Displaying Location of Data Sources 

 

4.3 Module 3: Salience  

The Salience module aims to highlight IOAIDE’s capability to facilitate incremental testing of 

research algorithms.  To help illustrate these capabilities, focus here is centered on one specific 

class of visualization processing, known as visual saliency calculation. 

While salience shows how likely something is to attract your attention, visual saliency algorithms 

try to predict where a person will look based on the salience of the objects and locations in an 

image.  Typically, objects are salient when they are unexpected or anomalous, for example when 

something has a unique shape, color, size, or texture.  Most salience algorithms are designed for 

use on static images, but several models exist that can be applied to motion video as well.  

However, not as many models or datasets exist to evaluate these models.  Through use of 

IOAIDE’s algorithm testing capabilities, a unique experimental environment is enabled for both 

assessing the usefulness of visual saliency algorithms for military tasks and to develop visual 

saliency algorithms to predict where analysts visual attention will be directed in images.   

Currently, the Salience module provides an area for real-time processing of live data from both 

visual spectrum and infrared cameras, as well as controls for real-time camera adjustment (shown 

in Figure 8).  Currently, camera adjustment (e.g., via pan/tilt commands) must be manually 

controlled by an analyst.  However, as research into this module design continues, there are plans 

to integrate the adjustment commands into IOAIDE’s video tracker algorithm to enable following 

of targets of interest. 

 



 

Figure 8: Salience Module Video Feed Input Controller 

Core to the Salience module design is the incorporation of a viewer element, designed to provide 

feedback on algorithm results.  Within the viewer, either image or video feeds – acting as input to 

the algorithm of interest – will be displayed in-parallel with processing results.  An example viewer 

design, oriented towards salience algorithm testing, is illustrated in Figure 9.  For purposes of 

saliency calculation, the viewer element focuses on presentation of saliency maps – two 

dimensional maps of the likelihood that certain areas in an image will attract an observer’s 

attention.   

 

5.  RELATED EFFORTS 

A number of image processing suites aimed at plugin-driven analysis have been previously 

developed.  Prominent examples include the OpenCV [15] and ImageJ [16] frameworks, each 

providing customizable environments for image analysis.  An important distinction between these 

prior efforts and IOAIDE lies in its support for analysis processing within tactical edge 

environments.  In particular, under conditions of limited network reliability and bandwidth, 

IOAIDE’s ability to prioritize the kinds of data it receives (via the DSPro package) can help 

support its capability to conduct needed analyses under time-sensitive conditions.  To our 

knowledge, IOAIDE’s ability to receive prioritized input data over networks for particular image 

analyses is a unique feature of the framework’s design.  

 



 

Figure 9: Developer Rendition of Salience Viewer 

 

6.  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

IOAIDE (Information Object Analysis, Intent, Dissemination and Enhancement) is a novel 

information management framework, aimed at jointly supporting the needs of Command and 

Control analysts as well as researchers in both algorithm and tool prototyping. 

For Command and Control analysts, IOAIDE introduces a modular design for enabling plugin of 

analysis modules – ranging from data analytics to anomaly detection – aimed at aligning with the 

needs of specific users and tasks.  Within individual modules, methods are supported to guide 

parameter adjustments, aimed at both reducing analyst workload and improving understanding of 

data spaces.  Likewise, IOAIDE’s design enables researchers to make adjustments as needed to 

create and test new algorithms and methods – both from computational and user-oriented 

perspectives. 

From a research perspective, the IOAIDE framework has been successfully utilized to evaluate 

anomaly detector algorithms applied to tracks generated by analyzing the full-motion video data 

from both stored and a live data feed.  This anomaly detection algorithm was then integrated with 

a tripwire sensor in an Unattended Ground Sensor (UGS) [10] detecting the number of trips within 

a specified time frame in order to filter the sensor and reduce the transmission of data thus reducing 

bandwidth and battery power consumption.  This reduction in information feeds directly back to 

reducing the cognitive load on the analyst of an information management framework for data 



analysis in tactical operations centers by reducing the volume of data.  Since the information is 

considered anomalous, it can be denoted as being more significant.  Flagging this anomalous/more 

significant data can be achieved through the VoI parameter of the dissemination middleware, 

thereby reducing the chance of the analyst disregarding it.   

From a design perspective, the IOAIDE framework is still under development and constantly 

changing to support new technologies for both Information Object analysis and algorithm testing.  

Toward this end, IOAIDE aims to enable future tool developers to quickly create new analysis 

modules through a series of framework features: 

- Implementations for a collection of visual processing and information querying algorithms, 

as presented through the three showcase modules. 

- A common set of communication protocols, rooted in the use of the DSPro and DisService 

networking middleware packages. 

- Mechanisms for applying output from one module (e.g., imaging data) as inputs to other 

modules. 

As additional modules are developed for IOAIDE, these framework features will continue to be 

incrementally tested and updated to ensure their continued usability for analysis tool development. 
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